Invisible Systems
and the Rise in the Power of Women
May 5, 2018
Saturday 10:00 am – 5:00 pm
Before April 21 - $125 (lunch included)
Full payment required at registration
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After April 21 - $145
No refunds after April 28th
This workshop is intended for women (and men who support their power) who are currently ages 30 through 75 and all those women
who believed their time of power had passed them by.

Part One will focus on the Invisible Systems that exist in the Universe and will include an indepth seminar on the deeper meaning of ancient sciences that includes color, sounds, astrological energy packages,
life between and after death, and more.

Part Two will focus on The Rise in Power of Women, particularly those of middle-age.
Participants will gain an understanding on how to prepare for the new phase of societal power and the importance of
2024. Every 20 years brings about a major shift in Feng Shui energies that has powerful influences upon people and
planetary trends. Deeper aspects of these 20-year cycles are described in ancient teachings, and in the I Ching, also
called the Book of Changes. In reality, these shifts in life force commence and can be felt during the 20 years prior to
reaching their most concentrated form—a period of preparation. In a few short years, we will enter Period 9, which
is represented by the “middle daughter” and middle-aged women. Energies will shift to the
feminine, and middle-aged women will be boosted into power.Gail will guide us through the
effects of these invisible systems and how they impact the enormous rise in the power of
women from 2024 to 2044.

Gail Minogue, author of Divine Design - How You Created the Life You Are Living, is a Los
Angeles professional in the symbolic relationship of numbers to our life experience. Her
specialty is integrating “real world” experience with holistic inner teachings. She is a licensed
commodities broker and has followed the ancient science of numbers and patterns for 30 years.
In addition to media appearances on CNN, ABC and Charter Communications, she has
produced the DVD, “The New World Renaissance”.

To register please contact: 951-659-2523 or info@spiritmountainretreat.org
25661 Oakwood St.

PO Box 676
www.spiritmountainretreat.org

Idyllwild, CA 92549

